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“Empowering people and ensuring inclusiveness and equality”
SAINT LUCIA

National Ownership
THE COALITION OF CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS
A ROADMAP TOWARD SDG IMPLEMENTATION

I. Alignment: Assessing national priorities and the SDGs

II. Defining an Institutional Coordination Mechanism

III. From planning to action: Prioritizing SDG accelerators

IV. Integrating SDGs into budgets and financing the SDG agenda

V. Data, monitoring, and reporting

VI. Advocacy, resources and partnerships
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Commitment to the most vulnerable

- Poverty: a multi-dimensional concept
- National Social Protection Policy 2014

LEAVE NO ONE BEHIND
SAINT LUCIA

Commitment to Social and Economic inclusion of all

• Eradication of extreme poverty

• Promotion of gender equality

• Empowerment of women

• Youth Empowerment

• Empower people with disabilities
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Challenges

• Data and Statistical Systems
• Capacity Building
• Resource mobilization